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These processes will likely merge.
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- **Network Structure and Strategic School Support Process**
  
  As we get better at root cause analysis, we will embed it more deeply in our S3M process.

- **Transition to new school improvement planning process**
  
  We aspire to create a school improvement planning process that meaningfully engages staff and SACS and where root cause is not simply a compliance step.

**Strategic Plan**
Change Initiatives: Three Story Lines

Network Structure and Strategic School Support Process

As we get better at root cause analysis, we will embed it more deeply in our S3M process.

Transition to new school improvement planning process

We aspire to create a school improvement planning process that meaningfully engages staff and SACS and where root cause is not simply a compliance step.

Strategic Plan

The initiatives in the strategic plan exist because we believe they will address the root causes of our achievement gap and support the problems of practice identified in the S3Ms.
School improvement within a framework of customized school support and favorable district conditions
Jan 2020: PK-12 Mtg Data analysis and root cause practice with district data
Feb 2020: PK-12 Mtg Data analysis with school data
March 2020: PK-12 Mtg Root cause practice with school data
April 2020: Post S3M Follow-up
May 2020: Post S3M Follow-up

Spring S3M: Checking in on implementation of strategies

How are schools evaluating the impact of strategies being implemented
June 2020

- Preview of draft S3M and School Improvement Planning Process for 2020-2021 and feedback on protocols

August 2020

- Training for principals on protocols for school improvement planning process
- Workshop for principal and their school teams school to:
  - Examine data
  - Analyze root cause
  - Develop strategies
  - Develop plan to progress monitor implementation

September 2020

- Pre S3M Feedback on plan developed with school team in August

October - December 2020

- S3M
  - How can the network team support the strategies developed by the school improvement planning team?